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Two-body charmed-baryon weak decays
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We explore two-body charmed-baryon weak decays to examine the relevance of pole-term contri-
butions to the total amplitude. As in the hyperon sector, the importance of the pole term in the
charm sector should not be overlooked. The decay A,+~:"K+ may provide a positive test for the

pole model.

I. INTRODUCTION
H' (bS = l, bC =1)= G~cos 0,

[C,(ud ),(sc ),
2

In recent years, numerous efforts have been made to
study the weak decays of charmed baryons. ' The rela-
tively simple picture of strangeness-changing weak de-
cays encounters diSculties when applied to D-meson de-
cays. Additional mechanisms are being searched for to
explain the observed discrepancies. Quark-annihilation
contributions, QCD effects, and final-state interactions
may be important to resolve the problem.

A similar situation exists in the baryon sector. Gen-
eralizing the theory of hyperon decays to the charm sec-
tor, the charmed-baryon decay amplitudes receive contri-
bution from commutator (s-wave) and ground-state pole
(p-wave) approximations added up by the separable con-
tributions. However, of late, the factorization approxi-
mation alone is being considered as of vital importance,
in analogy with the analysis of charmed-meson decays.
The equal-time commutator (ETC) term may or may not
be added. ' In this paper, we explore the relevance of
pole-term contributions to the total amplitude of
charmed-baryon decays and find that these contributions
are relevant. As the bulk of the nonleptonic charm de-
cays consist of Cabibbo-favored channels, we consider
here AC =ES= 1 decays only. For definiteness, we
choose the processes A,+~A~+, pE, X m+, " K+, and

The effective weak Hamiltonian belongs
dominantly to 20". %e compare our results for the de-
cays A,+~Am+, pE with the recent calculations made
by Pakvasa, Rosen, and Tuan excluding the pole term.

In Sec. II we define the effective weak Hamiltonian and
outline our basic contributions in Sec. III. Details of nu-
merical calculations are given in Sec. IV, followed by the
discussion of weak amplitudes and general results in Sec.
V. %'e summarize our conclusions in Sec. VI.

+C2(sd)t (uc)L ],

where the notation (qq)L means —,'qy~(1 —y~)q. Quark
and color exchange effects between quark currents are ab-
sorbed in the real coeScients C, and C2. They are relat-
ed to the QCD short-distance coeKcients C+ and C as

C+ =C) —C2, C =Ci+C2,
C, =

—,'(C~+C ), C~= —,'(C —C+) .
(2)

The values of C, and C2 range from 1.1 to 1.4 and 0.4 to
0.7, respectively.

III. DYNAMICS

where A and 8 are the (parity-violating) s-wave and
(parity-conserving) p-wave amplitudes, respectively. The
three-hadron matrix element may be reduced to the
baryon-baryon transition matrix element of H„by apply-
ing the standard current-algebra techniques along with
the PCAC (partial conservation of axial-vector current)
hypothesis as

(&l[g,H. ]l&, &i+P(q)+&(q) .

The dynamics of the charm sector follows in analogy
with the hyperon sector. The matrix element for the
baryon decay process

B,—+B +I'

is expressed as

&aPlH. la, )—=u, (a+a), )u, y

II. %'EAK HAMII. IONIAN

The effective weak Hamiltonian including the QCD
corrections and SU(4)-fiavor-symmetry breaking has the
form

Here Q, is the axial-vector generator associated with the
meson P; and fp is the pseudoscalar-meson decay con-
stant (f =93 MeV, fx =1.28f ). Besides the commuta-
tor term, the matrix element contains contributions from
the possible pole diagrams denoted by P (q) and the
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quark decay diagrams denoted by R (q). The latter term
takes the form of factorizable product of two current ma-
trix elements when inserting vacuum intermediate states,
and vanishes in the soft-meson limit. As
&B'IH IB &=0, the parity-conserving amplitude re-
ceives contributions from the pole terms and factoriza-
tion terms as

g pole+ g fac

glki ajl m j +mk
(s-channel term)

mj

g I QI k m +mk+ '' (u-channel term)
mk —m&. m +mh.

+f, — &BIJ„'IB,&&ml j„lo&, (6)

A=A +A"

&B1[g,H„] B, &

where J„"is the axial-vector part of the weak current that
contributes to the parity-conserving amplitude. a.I are
the baryon matrix elements of the parity-conserving
Hamiltonian and g&k; are the strong baryon-pion coupling
constants. I and l' are the indices for the intermediate
baryon states in the s and u channels, respectively.

Correspondingly, the parity-violating amplitude 3 is
added by contributions from the equal-time commutator
and factorization terms:

&BPIH. IB, & =(C, yC, )
G„cos 0,

v'2

With the first-order parametrization

&B qfy (1+)'5)q;IB & =us[~1'. (fi+1'hagi )]u~

it reduces to the form

&BPIH IB, &=uz[(mz —mz)f, —(ms+ms )g&y5]uz

(10)

A X X A
C C C

where the first term corresponds to the parity-violating
amplitude 3 " and the second term represents the
parity-conserving amplitude 8 ". For numerical values
of form factors, we use the fit to semileptonic decays:
A,+~Ae+v and:-,' —+= e+v, given recently by Avila-
Aoki et al. and Perez Marcial eI; a/. ' in the bag model
and for dipole form factors. Further, the form factors for
A,+~p are related to that of A, —+A by an SU(3) factor
of v'3/2. For masses of the baryons, we use the values of
the Particle Data Group, 1990.' The calculated values
for all the five decays are listed in Table I.

The pole-term contribution is given by the standard
formula (6). The various terms of baryon intermediate
states contributing to the five processes listed above are
[(X+,X, );X+;(X+,X, ); (X+,:"„:-,' );:- ]. The matrix
elements aj& for these processes are related as

6 0
+f~

2
1 1

ax0xo ~—
ax+ad+

J„is the vector part of the weak current.

IV. CALCULATIONS

We first calculate the factorization term, which is just
the statement that

The matrix element a + + is related by SU(4) symmetry
C

to the matrix element a + = &plH IX &, which has

been estimated in a number of ways, e.g. , by model calcu-
lations, " by fitting s-wave hyperon decays, and by fitting
p-wave hyperon decays. For calculation purposes, we

TABLE I. Numerical estimates for the various terms contributing to the s- and p-wave amplitudes
for diiTering decay processes.

Amplitude (10 )

A {A,+ Am+)
A(A, ~pK )

A(A,'-=-'K )

A {:-,'~:-m+ )

Factorization
term

—0.59
0.49
0.0
0.0
0.746

Commutator
or pole term

0.0
1.24
2.25
0.0

—1.59

Total

—0.59
1.73
2.25
0.0

—0.84

B (A,+ Am+ )

B (A,+ ~pK )

B(A,'-=-'K )

B(:-', ~:- m+)

1.88
—1.8

0
0

—2.64

0.96
—1.24

0.26
—1.74
—1.09

2.84
—3.04

0.26
—1.74
—3.73
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TABLE II. Values of decay rate I in units of 10" sec ' and asymmetry parameter n. (a) Values for
symmetric couplings. (b) Values for broken couplings. (c) Experimental numbers.

Decay
mode (a)

Decay rate I
(b) (c) (a)

Asymmetry parameter n
(b) (c)

~pP ~— +
C

+

1.49
4.48
5.84
0.157
2.65

1.0
3.96
5.86
0.83
2.31

0.28
0.84

—0.90
—0.93

0.07
0

—0.96

—0.97
—0.84
—0.143

0
—0.98

1 0+P.4

(Ref. 15)

take the value

(plH."lr+) =1.2X10-' Gev (12)
g fac

Gycos Og=C,f„
2

obtained from p-wave hyperon decay and which is in fair
agreement with the model estimate. Other matrix ele-
ments are evaluated through relation (11). The strong
meson-baryon coupling constants are evaluated using
SU(4) symmetry. We also compare our results with those
for broken-SU(4) symmetry. ' The symmetry is broken
using the generalized Goldberger-Treiman relation.

Finally, we calculate the contribution of the commuta-
tor term given by (7). The V —A structure of H leads to
[Q,H ]=[Q;,HPC], so that

(13)

Further, by SU(3) rotation the matrix element (13) for all
the above decays is related to ( X+ lH„ lA,+ ) and
(:- lH l:-,' ). The numerical values of these are the
same as used for the pole-term calculations.

Table I contains estimates for the factorization terms,
pole contributions, and the commutator terms contribut-
ing to the A and B amplitudes of various decays. The
computed values of the decay rate and asymmetry pa-
rameter, both for symmetric and broken couplings, are
listed in Table II along with the available experimental
numbers.

V. WEAK DECAY AMPLITUDES AND DISCUSSION

We find the contributions to A and B amplitudes for
the A,+~A+ and A,+~pK modes as

Xuz[(0. 538 GeV) —(1.7 GeV)yz]uA

g fac

Bfac p 2J K=C J~
pK

GFcos 8
v'2

Xuz[(0. 76 GeV) —(1.97 GeV)y5]uA
C

Here we have used C, =1.1 and C2=0.5. Also the
pole term is calculated for both the symmetric and bro-
ken coupling-constant values. The numerical values are
tabulated in Table I. Comparison of the decay rate
values for symmetric and broken couplings is made in
Table II. We find that the pole term contributes
significantly to the parity-conserving amplitude. As such
there is no reason, a priori, to neglect it. Further it is ob-
served from Table II that the contributions of the pole
term for symmetry-broken couplings lead to better con-
sistency with experimental data. As it turns out, our pre-
diction for A,+~A~+ compares with a recent estimate
made by Pakvasa et al. excluding the pole term and is a
factor of 3 larger than the experimental value. ' On
the other hand, our rate I (A,+~pK ) is a factor of
1.33 larger than theirs. However, our ratio
I (A,+ —+Am+)/I (A,+ —+pI7 )=0.25 is consistent with
the experimental data, which give (0.26. ' Our value
for the asymmetry parameter a, for A,+~Am+, is com-
parable to that of Pakvasa et al. and also the experi-
ment. '

We find the A,+~:"E+ mode particularly interesting
as the total amplitude receives a contribution only from
the pole term:

ETC ETCA. -=o A; = -'.-,-

Ax mA ™A
C C

mz —m& mz+m&
C

g:-XKa A+ y+

mA —m&

gh =Ka--
C C+ m- —m-

C

mA +m-
C

m-+m&

mp +m-„
C C

gA x m ypA mh +mA
C C

mA my mh +my
C C C

g& -& Ka-Ip-o
+ C C C

m= m-

+m-
C

mp +m p
C C

(15)

B-P
pK

ggpfKa A+@+ m p +m
C C

mA —m& m&+m„
C

(14) The rate calculated from (15) for broken couplings
=0.83X10 " sec '. Generalizing the above observa-
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& ETC~ 0+ — a++, ETC I+= a,pp,
TT

1T

&~0 +=-P
ggg~a A+y+ Ip +m y

C C

mz —mz 2m+
C

mA +Uly
C C

tPly my Ply +my
C C C

g fac

g--~a ro

m, m-
C

Pl t +I-
2Pl—

(16)

g fac =0
X ~

g fac GFcos Oc

v'2

X u- [(67 GeV) —(2.38 GeV)y5]u

tions to this mode, the decay rate here also may be
overestimated by a factor of about 3, but the crucial point
is that the experimental observations on this are a per-
tinent test for the pole model.

Similarly, for the decays A, —+X m. +,=', ~= ~+, the
individual contributions are

g pole gIk a.j
m. —mI

8g~h. ;aI.k
(s channel)+ (u channel),

Pl k
—mI

VI. CONCLUSIONS

which differs from our expression in the neglect of terms
of the order of Am~ /2m~, for example
( m A

—m z ) /( m A +m z ) for A,+~Am +. Their estima-
C

tion of the pole term gives 10—20% contribution to the
total PC amplitude and so may be neglected. However,
since SU(4) symmetry is badly broken, it is apt to include
the symmetry-breaking effects for the charm sector. The
pole term' is then given by Eq. (6) of the text. The nu-
merical estimation shows that the fractional contribution
from pole terms is now enhanced to about 40%%uo and so
their neglect is not justified.

Before concluding this section, we would like to men-
tion that, in general, the calculated values for charmed-
baryon decay rates are larger than the corresponding ex-
perimental values. It is realized in our estimations that
the calculations are very sensitive to the choice of the
values of C, and Cz and hence C and C+. Various au-
thors have varied the values' from 1.6—5.0 and
0.45 —0.78 for C and C+, respectively. A clear con-
sensus on these might provide further insight to our un-
derstanding of the QCD effects in hadronic decays.

In this case also the effect of the addition of a pole term is
to reduce the branching ratio I (A,+ ~X m+ )/
1 (A,+ +pIC ) from 1.—65 to 1.47, thereby leading to better
consistency with data. However, in the absence of any
data for the =', —+= ~+ mode, we cannot make any
definite conclusion. Consequently, we look forward to
the time when sufficient data become available to bear

testimony to these observations and calculations.
In the published version of their paper, which ap-

peared after the submission of the present paper, Pakvasa
et al. have discussed the pole-term contribution to the

A,+~A~+ and A,+~pK decays. They have used the

We have applied current-algebra techniques to
charmed-baryon decays with the aim of testing the
relevance of the pole model to heavier baryons. It is seen
that the pole term contributes significantly to the parity-
conserving amplitude. The meager available data also ac-
centuate its contributions, but we must await sufficient
data to discern its relevance. The decay A,+~:"K+
may provide conclusive evidence of its pertinence. The
future experimental data will, therefore, be able to test
these predictions. Also, a more detailed study on QCD
effects in hadronic decays is desired to enable their better
understanding.
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